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ABSTRACT High-throughput unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) communication may unleash the true poten-
tial of novel applications for aerial vehicles but also represents a threat for cellular networks due to the high
levels of generated interference. In this article, we investigate how a beamforming system installed on board
a UAV can be efficiently used to ensure high-throughput uplink UAV communications with minimum impact
on the services provided to users on the ground. We study two potential benefits of beamforming, namely,
spatial filtering of interference and load balancing, considering different beam switchingmethodologies. Our
analysis is based on system-level simulations followed by a series of measurement campaigns in live Long-
Term Evolution (LTE) networks. Our results show that using UAV-side beamforming has a great potential to
increase uplink throughput of a UAV while mitigating interference. When beamforming is used, even up to
twice as many UAVs may be served within a network compared with UAVs using omni-directional antennas,
assuming a constant uplink throughput target. However, to fully exploit the potential of beamforming, a
standardized solution ensuring alignment between network operators and UAV manufacturers is required.

INDEX TERMS Aerial vehicles, beamforming, cellular network, interference management, LTE, UAV,
uplink.

I. INTRODUCTION
Unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) communications have shown
potential to enable a plethora of new services, such as delivery
of goods or infrastructure inspection [1]. Reliable and ubiq-
uitous command and control (C2) connectivity everywhere
in the air is required to support beyond visual line of sight
flights [2]. The C2 link itself may however not be sufficient
to satisfy some demanding use cases as surveillance or real-
time video broadcasting UAVs. In such scenarios, a minimum
guaranteed uplink bit rate of 10Mbps is required to satisfy the
demands of transmitting video frames in high definition to the
cloud servers [3], [4].

Cellular networks have been recognized as the most
promising wireless technology to serve UAVs [5]. Due to
their almost everywhere deployment, as well as favorable
signal propagation characteristics at lower frequency bands,
cellular networks have been shown to be capable of meeting
the requirements imposed by the C2 communication link [6].
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However, due to increased line of sight (LoS) probability
of the air to ground (A2G) channel, uplink streaming UAVs
may create immense uplink interference toward multiple
base stations (BSs), impacting their observed uplink signal-
to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) [7]. This impact is
expected to be even more severe when the predicted number
of UAVs flying simultaneously over the same region (e.g.,
city) grows, harming not only the selfish uplink demands of
other UAVs but negatively impacting the coexistence with
ground user equipments (GdUEs), as presented in Figure 1.

Different techniques aiming at coping with increased inter-
ference levels and providing UAV connectivity have been
proposed in the literature. Massive multiple input multiple
output (MIMO) with 3D beamforming capabilities assumed
at the BSs is proposed among others in [8], [9] and [10].
By pointing the beams toward the flying UAVs, the potential
communication link can be strengthened, while other links
may observe reduced interference as the beams are pointed in
different directions. Interference coordination among multi-
ple cells is proposed in [11]. The work in [12] further extends
the concept of interference mitigation and investigates the
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FIGURE 1. Impact of uplink interference created by flying UAVs.

possible UAV assistance in the process. The 3rd Generation
Partnership Project (3GPP) within the Release 15 studies
on UAV enhancements for Long-Term Evolution (LTE) [13]
proposes among others a UAV-specific power control settings
such that highly interfering UAVs can be issued to lower their
transmit power and therefore reduce the interference.

Although all of the mentioned solutions show the potential
of serving a future flying UAV, they may require hardware
changes at the network side. This, especially in the early
deployment phase, when only a limited number of UAVs are
expected, may be costly and not profitable. Furthermore, even
when the number of flying UAVs increases, UAVs should be
able to fly anytime and anywhere, demanding large invest-
ments in the cellular networks.

Implementing a beamforming system on board UAVs is
recognized as an alternative solution in [14] and [15]. The
authors show the effects of the directional antenna pattern
on observed interference and SINR levels, indicating the
potential benefits of this solution. They also indicate that it
is much cheaper to invest in UAVs, and it may allow them
to fly anywhere. However, both works are limited only to the
performance of the C2 link, without considering high uplink
throughput communication.

In this work, the potential of UAV-side beamforming to
satisfy high uplink throughput demands of UAVs is thor-
oughly investigated using both system-level simulations and
experimental measurements over live cellular networks. The
main focus is to show how beamforming can be used to spa-
tially filter the radiated interference and in effect improve the
uplink performance of UAVs while ensuring fair coexistence
with GdUEs. Additionally, the potential of beam steering
for load balancing is studied, showing how a UAV’s uplink
throughput can be improved by steering the beam toward the
directions of less interfered/loaded cells. To achieve this goal,
a Reference Signal Received Quality (RSRQ)-based beam
switching algorithm is proposed and compared with conven-
tional Reference Signal Received Power (RSRP)-based beam
switching. Finally, both presented concepts are validated
during a series of measurement campaigns using a real UAV

with a set of directional antennas and connectivity to live LTE
networks.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section II,
the expected benefits of using beamforming are explained
followed by a presentation of two studied beam switching
algorithms. Further, in Sections III and IV, the system-level
simulation settings and results are presented, respectively.
Section V presents the results of the measurement cam-
paign, further validating the performance of UAV-side beam-
forming. Discussion and recommendations reflecting on the
obtained results are provided in Section VI. The work is
concluded in Section VII.

II. THE BENEFITS OF BEAMFORMING ON BOARD A UAV
A beamforming system installed on a UAV can bring many
potential benefits stemming from not only antenna gain but
also directionality. These benefits can be grouped into two
categories: spatial filtering of interference and load balanc-
ing due to beam steering. Both are further described below,
focusing on uplink (UAV to BS) communication link.

• Spatial filtering of interference:Due to high LoS prob-
ability, a transmitted signal from a UAV will be received
by many cells, effectively reducing their uplink SINR
and thus leading to decreased uplink throughput of their
users. The problem becomes more severe if there are
multiple UAVs flying over the same region. Their uplink
interference will accumulate leading to even worse over-
all system performance in the affected cells.
Using beamforming and focusing the signal toward the
direction of a serving cell, a UAV can minimize the
amount of radiated energy toward other BSs located
outside of the main antenna beam. This principle is
known as spatial filtering of interference [16]. By spa-
tially filtering the interference, only a limited number of
cells, coincidingwith the direction of themain beamwill
be interfered. Limiting interference will lead to higher
uplink SINR levels observed in the network and thus
improved uplink throughput for the users in these cells -
both GdUEs and UAVs.

• Spatial load balancing: Any user of the cellular net-
work may experience connection to high and low loaded
cells, which lead to different achievable throughput. Fly-
ing UAVs will require a constant, high uplink through-
put to meet the demands of some use-cases. However,
UAVs, as all other users in the network, can be attached
to a high loaded cell, which is not able to meet UAV
communication requirements.
By using beamforming on board a UAV, the freedom
of choosing the beamforming direction can be used for
spatial load balancing. By steering the beam away from
a loaded cell, a UAV’s uplink throughput can potentially
be improved as the network may perform a handover to
a different cell. Although load balancing is practically
available in the network evenwithout beamforming [17],
it requires cooperation between multiple cells to know
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FIGURE 2. The principle of using RSRQ-based beam switching for load
balancing.

their instantaneous load. In this article, we demonstrate
how beamforming together with RSRQ-based beam
switching can be used to achieve load balancing without
the cooperation requirements imposed on cellular net-
works.

A. STUDIED UAV BEAM SWITCHING ALGORITHMS
In this article, two UAV beam switching algorithms are
studied. First, the RSRP-based beam switching method is
used. In this case, a flying UAV instantaneously selects the
beam resulting in the highest RSRP, providing a handover
threshold 1A3 is satisfied [18]. Such beam selection ensures
the cell with the strongest received signal power is used.

To showcase load balancing properties, RSRQ-based beam
switching is also implemented. In this case, a UAV chooses
the beam based on the highest RSRQ, which is defined as
the ratio between the measured RSRP and the total received
power including desired and interfering signals [19]. Figure 2
explains how the RSRQ metric captures the effects of net-
work load and can be used for load balancing purposes.
As presented in the figure, a flying UAV is located in the
proximity of a high loaded cell, which does not have sufficient
available resources to meet the UAV’s uplink demands.When
the loaded cell is serving its ground users, the flying UAV
receives these downlink transmissions as interference, effec-
tively reducing the measured RSRQ toward this direction.
However, when the UAV is pointing its beam toward a more
distant but less loaded cell, even though the distance to the
cell is larger, the amount of observed interference is limited,
resulting in a higher RSRQ; therefore, a connect to the less
loaded cell is made.

III. SYSTEM-LEVEL SIMULATION SETTINGS
In the first part of this article, system-level simulations are
used to show the potential impact of beamforming in multi-
UAV scenarios. A dynamic system-level simulator thor-
oughly described in [14] is used. To best show the practical
aspects of the proposed results, a real network topology of a
Danish network operator was implemented in the simulator,
with real locations, heights, antenna patterns and orientations
of more than 150 cells representing the city of Aalborg and
its suburbs. Contrary to the work in [14] focusing on a
rural network and sub-GHz frequency bands, in this article,

TABLE 1. Parameters used in system-level simulations.

the implemented network represents a system deployed at a
1.8 GHz carrier frequency and 20 MHz bandwidth.

A height-dependent UAV channel model derived in [20] is
used in the simulator. The channel model used for GdUEs
is the urban macro model from 3GPP specifications [21].
Further, we consider open-loop power control. The algorithm
can be described as follows:

PUL = min{PmaxUL ,P0 + αRSRPest + 10 log10M}, (1)

where PUL and PmaxUL represents the used and maximum
allowed uplink transmit powers, respectively. RSRPest and
M represent the estimated RSRP and number of scheduled
uplink resource blocks. Finally, P0 and α are two network
controlled parameters, which are adjusted in this simulation
with respect to the imported network layout such that most of
the users can transmit with lower power than PmaxUL . Table 1
summarizes the most relevant settings of the simulator.

Flying UAVs are equipped with six directional antennas
and a switching system, as described in [14] and presented
in Figure 3. Each of the six antennas points toward a dif-
ferent direction and has a beamwidth of 60o. All antennas
have 6.6 dBi directional gain and −13 dB front-to-sidelobe
ratio. The antenna system orientation is fixed with respect to
the fuselage.

A. CONSIDERED SCENARIOS
To show the benefits of beamforming, three different sce-
narios are studied, as summarized in Table 2. First, Sce-
nario 1 focuses on the potential of beamforming for spatial
filtering of interference. A low-loaded network is designed
with a target of two average active GdUEs per cell moving
with pedestrian speed. Different numbers of flying UAVs are
dropped within the simulated area. UAVs fly at 30 km/h in
a random direction at 40 m height. This setup emulates the
envisioned package delivery scenario and represents last-mile
delivery service.
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TABLE 2. Scenarios studied using system-level simulations.

FIGURE 3. Modeled antenna beam configuration of a UAV.

Scenario 2 focuses on showcasing the spatially controlled
load balancing using beamforming. For this reason, a ‘crowd’
of static 50 GdUEs is generated in the 100 m×100 m central,
most urban region with a limited number of UAVs drawn at
40 m height hovering right above the crowd. The remaining
GdUEs are drawn uniformly within a network, considering
low load as in Scenario 1. This scenario emulates any event
in which many users are located in a certain place and flying
UAVs are used to either monitor or for real-time broadcasting
of video footage.

Finally, in Scenario 3, the focus is placed on the worst case
scenario in which a loaded network is generated. In addition,
five randomly placed crowded events, as described in the pre-
vious scenario, are drawn and are happening simultaneously.
UAVs are drawn randomly within the frame of the city and
behave as in Scenario 1.

Two different beam switching algorithms are used in all
three scenarios as explained in Section II. For compari-
son, in all three scenarios, the case of UAVs using omni-
directional antennas is also studied. Each scenario is repeated
100 times. In each iteration, UAVs and GdUEs are randomly

repositioned and move with the assigned scenario-dependent
velocity for 20 s.

B. MEASUREMENT KPIs
To understand the impact of beamforming on the performance
of UAVs and GdUEs, the following key performance indica-
tors (KPIs) are considered:

• UAV-originated uplink interference over thermal
noise (IoT): The overall uplink interference quantified
per cell, normalized such that 0 dB represents the aver-
age IoT when no UAVs (only GdUEs) are available in
the network.

• Uplink SINR:Average uplink SINR of users with active
uplink transmissions. Studied separately for UAVs and
GdUEs.

• Uplink throughput: Average uplink throughput. Stud-
ied separately for UAVs and GdUEs. Because the main
objective of this work being to study the performance of
beamforming to meet high uplink throughput demands
of UAVs, a 10 Mbps target is used in some analysis.
This represents the minimum requirements for real-time
video streaming.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
A. SCENARIO 1 - SPATIAL FILTERING OF INTERFERENCE
First, the focus is on spatial filtering of uplink interference
using beamforming as described in Section II and labeled as
Scenario 1. Figure 4a presents the average levels of UAV-
originated uplink IoT averaged over different cells. With
more flying UAVs, the overall IoT values increase as more
uplink transmissions are made. Spatial filtering of interfer-
ence becomes visible when a larger number of UAVs is
simultaneously flying, with more than 4 dB reduction of
interference power for the case of 100 UAVs. Both beam
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FIGURE 4. Simulation results of Scenario 1.

switching algorithms result in a similar IoT increase. The
slightly lower average IoT levels in the case of RSRP-based
beam switching are a result of the uplink power control algo-
rithm, as in Equation (1), where path loss is estimated based
on RSRPest . RSRP-based switching always selects the beam
with the best RSRP, leading to the lowest uplink transmit
power and therefore lowest radiated interference.

Second, in Figure 4b, the uplink SINR values averaged
over all flyingUAVs are shown. The impact of spatial filtering
can be seen. The results are clearly correlated with the IoT
results discussed earlier. With a larger number of UAVs,
increased interference leads to reduced SINR values with a
more than 5 dB SINR drop for 100 UAVs.

Finally, the impact of interference and reduced SINR on
uplink throughput of the UAVs can be seen in Figure 4c. The
overall throughput values drop with more UAVs in the net-
work. Spatial filtering of interference impacts the observed
throughput values, leading to improved performance. Some
interesting observations can be made. With only a sin-
gle flying UAV, uplink throughput observed with an omni-
directional antenna and using RSRP-based beam switching

FIGURE 5. Average uplink SINR of ground users.

is almost identical and is consistent with the measurement
results presented in [22]. This is because, with only a single
UAV, spatial filtering of interference is not yet visible as there
are no other interfering UAVs to affect the performance. In
addition, uplink power control compensates the antenna gain
leading to the same average uplink throughput.

Given a low-loaded network, even with 40 UAVs, the
benchmark 10 Mbps uplink throughput, marked using the
dashed line, is exceeded regardless of the antenna system.
However, with more UAVs, only using beamforming, the
target value can be achieved. Finally, this figure also indi-
cates that about two times more UAVs can be supported
in the network when beamforming is used compared to
omni-directional UAVs assuming the same uplink throughput
target.

A fair coexistence between flying UAVs and GdUEs is
necessary for smooth adoption of UAVs into the cellular
paradigm. To showcase how beamforming impacts the perfor-
mance of ground users, Figure 5 presents the average uplink
SINR of all GdUEs. Similarly to Figure 4b, the SINR values
drop with more UAVs. However, due to spatial filtering of
interference, the drop is reduced if UAVs use beamforming.
The improved uplink SINR can be translated into better
overall uplink throughput ensuring improved performance of
GdUEs in the presence of UAVs.

B. SCENARIO 2 - IMPACT OF SPATIALLY CONTROLLED
LOAD BALANCING DURING A CROWDED EVENT
The potential of using beamforming for load balancing while
flying over a crowded event is discussed in this subsection.
Figure 6 presents the observed values of uplink SINR and
uplink throughput for 1, 2 and 5 flying UAVs. By studying
only a limited number of UAVs, the effect of load balancing
can be isolated from the spatial filtering effect discussed
previously. The SINR values for both beamforming strategies
are similar regardless of the number of UAVs. However, the
uplink throughput in the case of RSRQ-based beamforming
is twice the throughput when RSRP-based beam switching is
used. This indicates the potential of using RSRQ as a beam
switching metric to improve load balancing properties.

Note that the overall SINR and throughput of UAVs are
still relatively low, even when RSRQ-based beam switching
is used. This can be explained as follows. When a UAV is
able to connect to a relatively low loaded cell, such cell is
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FIGURE 6. Simulation results of Scenario 2.

still likely to be one of the closest physically located cells. In
such a case, all the GdUEs located in a crowd are still causing
a significant uplink interference to the UAV’s serving cell,
limiting its SINR and the UAV’s uplink throughput.

The impact of spatially controlled load balancing on the
GdUE’s performance is rather limited with respect to the
already studied spatial filtering and therefore not shown in
the paper. If a UAV is connected to the same cell, it competes
for an already limited set of resources with GdUEs, limiting
their potential uplink throughput. If a UAV is connected to
a low loaded cell located in close proximity, it acts as an
interferer to the cell servingGdUEs, effectively reducing their
uplink SINR.

C. SCENARIO 3 - PERFORMANCE OF SPATIAL FILTERING
AND LOAD BALANCING IN A LOADED NETWORK
Finally, the potential of beamforming is studied in the pres-
ence of a loaded network with multiple events happening
in different places. As in Scenario 2, Figure 7 presents the
average uplink SINR and throughput for different numbers
of flying UAVs. Both spatial filtering of interference and
load balancing effects are visible when analyzing the uplink
throughput results. Not surprisingly, spatial filtering gains
are dominant when a larger number of UAVs is flying and
interfering the network.

Load balancing gains are a major reason for through-
put improvement with a limited number of UAVs, when
interference-based load balancing can still be used to connect
to a low loaded cell. The load balancing gains disappear
however with a very high number of UAVs and result in
similar uplink throughput to the one obtained using RSRP-
based beam switching as fewer and fewer cells remain low-
loaded and interfered.

FIGURE 7. Simulation results of Scenario 3.

To obtain the target 10 Mbps uplink throughput, an RSRQ-
based beamforming strategy is to be used even with a limited
number of UAVs. The overall network load is indeed too
high to achieve the target when omni-directional antennas or
RSRP-based beamforming is used.

V. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENT CAMPAIGNS
After disclosing the potential of uplink beamforming using
system-level simulations, a set of measurement campaigns
was conducted to experimentally validate the spatial filtering
of interference and load balancing properties of beamforming
as well as to analyze UAV-GdUEs coexistence.

The measurements were conducted using the platform pre-
sented in [22], consisting of a UAVwith six directional anten-
nas, one omni-directional antenna and an LTE modem, as
presented in Figure 8. The antennas used in the measurement
system are virtually identical with the model used in the
previously described simulations. Both measurement cam-
paigns were conducted using a real LTE network deployed
at 1.8 GHz with UAVs flying over the same region (and
network) as implemented in the system-level simulator and
presented in Figure 9.

Due to practical restrictions, this initial measurement cam-
paign was conducted using only a single flying UAV. Never-
theless, as argued in Section IV, even a single flying UAV is
sufficient to experimentally validate the presence of spatial
filtering or load balancing.

A. VALIDATION OF SPATIAL FILTERING OF INTERFERENCE
The first measurement campaign focused on validating in
practice the spatial filtering of interference. The goal of this
study is to compare the uplink IoT levels observed within
a network in the case that a UAV is using omni-directional
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transmission or beamforming. To achieve this goal, two
thirty-minute flights were performed in Aalborg, Denmark, in
which a UAV hovering at 100 m constantly executed a full-
buffer uplink transmission. During the first flight, the UAV
used the omni-directional antenna, while during the second
flight, transmission was beamformed toward a predefined
direction. The IoT information was obtained based on net-
work IoT KPI data provided by the network operator. The
measurements were taken during nighttime hours, in which
the overall non-UAV interference in the network is negligible.

To validate the spatial filtering, the average interference
increase 1IoT is computed in dB as follows:

1IoT = IoTOmni − IoTBeamforming − IoTNo UAVs. (2)

Figure 9 presents the obtained 1IoT values per cell across
the network. The UAV position together with the antenna
patterns are presented. The obtained results are visualized
using a color code, in which green colors represent cells
where the omni-directional antenna created higher levels of
interference than the directional antenna (1IoT > 0dB); red
colors represent cells which where interfered more using the
directional antenna (1IoT < 0dB). The darker the colors are,
the larger the difference.

The obtained results give visual indication that omni-
directional transmission creates more spatially spread inter-
ference than beamforming. In some cells, omni-directional
transmission create more than 7 dB higher interference than
the beamforming system. Only a limited number of cells
observe higher interferencewhen beamforming is used. How-
ever, even in these cases the increase in interference is limited
and does not exceed 2 dB.

In Figure 10, similar results obtained using different beam-
forming directions are presented. The results are presented
in terms of total IoT per cell located at a relative angle
with respect to the flying UAV. When a UAV uses an omni-
directional antenna, cells located in every direction are being
interfered. However, when using beamforming, only cells
located within the main beam observe interference higher
than 4 dB. Moreover, within the main beam direction, the
interference levels observed for the very same cells when
using both antenna systems are comparable. Due to uplink
power control, beamforming can therefore spatially filter
interference without increasing it in the direction of the
main beam.

Finally, the average IoT when there are no UAV transmis-
sions is presented to further indicate that when measuring
during nighttime hours, most of the interference observed
in the network is initiated by a flying UAV, and the impact
of GdUE-originated interference can be omitted from the
analysis.

B. VALIDATION OF LOAD BALANCING
The target of the secondmeasurement campaignwas to show-
case the potential of using beamforming for load balancing
while ensuring the coexistence between UAVs and GdUEs.
Similar to Scenario 2 of the simulations, measurements

FIGURE 8. Active UAV during one of the measurement campaigns.

were used to show the possibility of triggering a network
handover when switching the beamforming direction, thus
escaping a loaded cell to improve UAV uplink throughput.
Four Release 13-compatible, Cat. 18 mobile phones [23],
with installed Qualipoc [24] software to measure network
parameters were used as GdUEs. They were all located in
the same place and connected to the same cell. All phones
were programmed for a full buffer uplink transmission such
that a loaded cell was created (referred to later as cell A).
A UAV was set to hover at 40 m right above the GdUEs, also
performing a full-buffer uplink transmission.

For the first 15minutes, the flyingUAVwas using an omni-
directional antenna and based on the recorded logs, it attached
to the same cell as the GdUEs (cell A). Further, for the next 15
minutes, the UAV was programmed to use the directional
antenna pointing in the opposite direction of the location of
cell A. Eventually, the change in the antenna system triggered
a handover procedure to a different cell (referred to later as
cell B).

This beam switching,1 although simplified, resembles the
RSRQ-based beam switching, as studied in the simulation
phase. By pointing the beam away from cell A, a network
handover toward cell B was triggered. The conducted mea-
surements reflect similar conditions as in Scenario 2 from
the system-level simulations; as in both cases, a UAV flew
directly over a group of GdUEs.

Figure 11 presents the empirical cumulative distribution
function (ECDF) of recorded UAV uplink throughput during
themeasurements, while in Figure 12, the ECDF of the GdUE
uplink throughput is presented. It is clearly visible that both
types of devices benefit from load balancing. Initially, the

1Please refer to [22] for details of how the switching was implemented.
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FIGURE 9. Map of Aalborg, presenting the uplink 1IoT observed at different cells.

FIGURE 10. Experimentally observed spatial interference mitigation when
using beamforming.

UAV observes low uplink throughput because it was con-
nected to a loaded cell A. The median throughput of the UAV
increases approximately five times after handover to cell B is
performed.

Similar behavior is observed regarding uplink throughput
of GdUEs. The low throughput due to a large number of
active devices (4 GdUEs and 1 UAV) increases by more
than 12%when the UAV switches cell and frees the resources.
Theoretically, the throughput should increase by 25%. The
lower gain is due to the interference generated by the UAV
to cell A. Figure 13 presents the ECDF of uplink transmit
power for all GdUEs. There is more than a 10 dB increase in

FIGURE 11. Uplink throughput of the UAV during load balancing
experiments.

the average transmit power when the UAV transitions from
being a user of the same cell to an interferer (handover from
cell A to cell B).

Although the actual power control policy implemented in
a real network is unknown, the obtained results indicate that
the UAV uplink transmission to cell B resulted in strong inter-
ference to cell A, and all GdUEs in cell A were set to a higher
uplink transmit power to compensate otherwise decreased
uplink SINR. We believe that the real network is using an
SINR estimate to make fast adjustments of the UE uplink
transmit power on top of the usual open-loop power control
based on RSRPest . However, in the performed simulations,
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FIGURE 12. Uplink throughput of the GdUEs during load balancing
experiments.

FIGURE 13. Uplink transmit power of the GdUEs during load balancing
experiments.

these fast adjustments were not implemented. Nonetheless,
our obtained experimental results are aligned with the results
reported by other researchers in [25].

VI. DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In the remainder of this article, we summarize our findings,
discuss their impact and provide some guidelines on the
potential future improvements needed for seamless integra-
tion of UAVs within a cellular network. The experimental
results provided in Section V validated the concepts studied
using system-level simulations presented in Section IV. In the
authors’ opinion, they provide valuable information on how
today’s network can handle UAV traffic and show that there
is still a lot to be done to meet all UAV requirements within a
cellular network framework.

UAV-side beamforming has shown a great potential to
mitigate uplink interference by spatially directing the uplink
transmission only in a desired direction. This behavior leads
to improved uplink throughput of flying UAVs and ensure
fair coexistence with GdUEs. Bearing in mind that there
are multiple network-side interference mitigation techniques
already in use or proposed, UAV-side beamforming should
be regarded as a complementary technique, further used to
reduce interference. The promises of beamforming are also
clearly visible when a UAV is flying in a high traffic cell. In
this situation, beamforming can be used to steer the connec-
tivity and potentially improve UAV uplink throughput with
limited interference impact on the nearby cells.

A. UAV-CONTROLLED BEAMFORMING
In the simulations and during the described experiments, a
mobile network (simulated or real-world) did not possess

any knowledge of flying UAVs and their beamforming capa-
bilities.2 In such a situation, it is up to the UAV to choose
the desired beamforming direction. During the simulations,
beam switching was performed considering RSRP or RSRQ
metrics. During the measurements, due to limitations of the
used modem, the executed beamforming direction was cho-
sen manually based on the analysis of network topology.

Leaving the beamforming decision to the UAV itself,
although already providing visible gains, is clearly subop-
timal from both UAV and mobile network operator per-
spectives. A UAV, even if a smart beamforming algorithm
is implemented, would have to assume the beamforming
direction without any guarantees that it is beneficiary. As an
example, during the measurement campaign validating load
balancing, the UAV might direct the beam toward a cell that
is even more loaded, or even worse, in the direction where
there are no cells at all. Although eventually a UAV may
find a correct beamforming direction (by performing trial and
error beam sweeps), while sweeping, the uplink throughput
requirements of a UAV may not be satisfied.

When the beamforming decision is taken by the UAV,
the potential spatial interference reduction gains are also
suboptimal. Assuming a multi-UAV scenario, it may happen
that each UAV chooses its beamforming direction indepen-
dently in such a way that the interference radiating from all
UAVs will accumulate in a certain geographical region. In
the worst case, the highly interfered region, would observe
similar interference as if all UAVs are equipped with an omni-
directional antennas.

B. NETWORK-ASSISTED BEAMFORMING
To fully embrace the potential of beamforming on the UAVs,
a network needs to not only possess the knowledge but also
be in control of beamforming decisions of each UAV. If
the network has the capabilities to signal the beamforming
direction to each UAV present within a certain geographi-
cal area, highly optimized interference and load balancing
procedures can be used. If multiple UAVs are present, an
optimized network would be able to redirect their beams over
base stations located at directions for which mutual harm is
avoided.

A load balancing procedure would become beneficial if a
UAV demands constant high uplink throughput. Due to the
larger amount of visible cells by a UAV, the network would
be able to proactively redirect a UAV to a cell in which
the trade-off between low cell load and potential impact on
GdUEs is satisfied. By doing so, the demands of the UAV
can be satisfied and coexistence with GdUEs improved.3 One
example can be a UAV flying over a city center and being
connected to a cell located in the suburban or residential area
with a lower load.

2While performing the measurements, we used a regular SIM card with a
commercial data plan

3Contrary to the performed measurements in Section V-B, where using
UAV-controlled beamforming, UAV demands were satisfied with the risk of
increasing intercell interference.
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Network assistance will also become beneficial during
crowded events. In Scenario 2 of the simulations presented
in Section IV-B, due to high uplink IoT, a UAV flying over
a crowd of users observed limited uplink throughput, not
matching the minimum 10 Mbps target. It is expected that
with network assistance, a handover to a cell with low IoT can
be made and the minimum throughput target can be achieved.

C. UAV-SPECIFIC UPLINK POWER CONTROL
Another way that the network can benefit from UAV-sided
beamforming is by introducing a UAV-specific uplink power
control. Please note that as of Release 15, a UE-specific
power control is already available and can be used to differen-
tiate the uplink power assignments for the particular group of
users [26]. Considering UAVs with beamforming capabilities
as one of such groups, a network can create unique power
control settings embracing directional gains.

Assuming a power control policy inwhich a group ofUAVs
with beamforming capabilities can transmit their uplink sig-
nals with higher power compared with regular power control
settings, stronger signals will be received by the serving
cell allowing higher-order modulation to be used at a UAV
and therefore improving uplink throughput. This gain comes
at the expense of increased interference radiated within the
main beam of the UAV. However, this extra interference can
be in some situations tolerated by the network if the beam
direction is carefully controlled and steered in the potentially
less loaded directions.

VII. CONCLUSION
High-throughput uplink UAV communication is a necessary
technology component needed to fully benefit from UAVs
flying in our skies. In high load scenarios or with many UAVs
flying over the same geographical region, cellular networks
may not be able to match these stringent requirements. By
implementing a beamforming system on a UAV, its efficient
usage may complement network efforts in providing high
uplink throughput for UAVs. In this article, we have analyzed
potential scenarios in which such a beamforming system
would become beneficiary. As a result of the conducted sim-
ulations and experiments, we indicated the limitations of the
current generation of cellular networks and provided possi-
ble guidelines on how to efficiently integrate high uplink-
demanding UAVs into the cellular paradigm.
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